
ROAS, or Return on Ad Spend, has been the dominant metric used to measure the success of
retail media campaigns for a few years now. It focuses on the bottom of the conversion funnel,
looking at metrics such as revenue directly generated from ad spend and conversion rates.
While these metrics are certainly important and make sense for sponsored product advertising
(which still accounts for a big part of retail media spending in 2023), they do not provide a
complete picture of the impact of shopper advertising or its potential future.

First, each advertiser (and retailer!) has their own definition of success based on factors such as
the type of products sold, the channels activated, its own internal challenges, or its overall
maturity. This diversity of objectives and challenges means that it doesn't make sense to focus
on a single metric, such as ROAS, as the measure of success for all commerce media
campaigns. This is even truer when the aim of a digital retail media campaign is to reach
brand-new customers. Instead, brands need a more flexible and tailored approach that takes
into account the unique objectives of each campaign, sometimes down to the product (SKU)
level, as well as the specifics of each retailer and device.

In addition, retail media, through display ads and audience extension, can have a significant
impact on the upper funnel part of the customer journey, such as increasing brand recognition
and awareness, even if this does not necessarily lead to immediate conversions. Similarly, it is
now established that retail media activities can have an important effect through loyalty
programs, which obviously have their own criteria for success.

Furthermore, new retail media mechanisms such as connected TV and DOOH also focus on
upper funnel activities to help brands reach audiences in new ways. These new technologies
offer new opportunities to reach consumers and drive business results. Still, the limitations of
ROAS as a metric make it difficult to accurately measure the impact of these campaigns today
and could stifle their growth.

In short, focusing on ROAS is becoming increasingly problematic and can have a negative
impact on the growth of the retail media industry. The emergence of new retail media
mechanisms, at a time when budgets are being scrutinized and true incrementality is being
sought, only serves to highlight these limitations. In the meantime, new data engineering
technologies merged with machine learning capabilities make possible new ways of
evaluating in an easy way the performance of complex marketing schemes.

It is clear now that it is time for a more comprehensive and modern approach to allow brand
marketers to measure and optimize retail media effectiveness.
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